HECO-UNIX-top
Floorboard screw
THE UNIQUE FLOORING SCREW WITH
THE CONTRACTION EFFECT

HECO-UNIX-top with variable thread pitch
Quick and easy mounting thanks to contraction effect

HECO-UNIX-top
Floorboard screw
	Fast, economic and efficient
assemblance: mounting and
fixing of boards with just one
type of screw
	Gapless joining of floorboards
due to fixation with HECO-UNIX
full thread
	Reduced splitting effect during
insertion due to the HECO-TOPIX® tip
with milling ribs
	No creaking of floorboards due to
fixation with HECO-UNIX full thread
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The variable pitch of the
HECO-UNIX full thread
takes hold
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The smaller thread pitch
means that the boards are
clamped firmly together

Gap free axial fixing of the
timber board via the
HECO-UNIX full thread

Small raised countersunk head
with milling ribs

	Time saving due to the use of only
one type of screw
	Easy countersinking of the head
into the tongue with reduced
spreading effect

Full thread with
variable thread pitch

CE-marking

HECO-UNIX with „TOPIX“ tip and milling ribs
enabling insertions with small spacings without splitting the timber

APPLICATION EXAMPLES

The HECO-UNIX-top has been specially
designed for flooring applications. The full
thread of the HECO-UNIX-top floorboard
screw with its variable thread pitch effectively
pulls boards together. The “clamping effect”
of the screws draws the board onto the
substructure, resulting in a gap-free finish.
In addition the thread secures the board
axially, which prevent the annoying creaking
sound of the boards “jacking effect”.
Countersinking of the screw head, can be

done neatly and easily, due to the under
head milling ribs which self-countersink into
the surface without splintering the wood
around the edge of the screw.
There is no need for pre-drilling and the
HECO-UNIX-top floorboard screw meets
even the most demanding aesthetic
requirements.

RANGE OVERVIEW

Glazing bead installation

D x L [mm]
		 3,5 x 40
		 3,5 x 50
		 3,5 x 60
		 4,0 x 70
		 4,5 x 50
		 4,5 x 60
		 4,5 x 70
		 4,5 x 80

HECO-UNIX-top Floorboard screw, small raised countersunk head
with milling ribs, full threaded, T-Drive, bright zinc plated, coated
Article No.
46495
46498
46500
46503
46506
46509
46512
46515

Stainless steel A2 1.4567

Skirting board fastening

		 3,5 x 40
		 3,5 x 50
		 3,5 x 60

54182
48944
54183
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Recess
Box
Packing unit [pcs.]
T-10
VAR2
500
T-10
VAR3
500
T-10
VAR2
200
T-15
VAR2
200
T-20
VAR2
200
T-20
VAR2
200
T-20
VAR2
200
T-20
VAR3
200
HECO-UNIX-top Glass strip screw, stainless steel A2
T-10
SKV 4
200
T-10
SKV 5
200
T-10
SKV 5
200
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Subject to change

Bright
zinc plated

